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The Bottom Line

1 Ruijie’s flagship Wi-Fi 6 access point RG-AP880-I supports up to 4Gbps single client wireless throughput on the 5GHz radio 
which makes it the fastest Wi-Fi access point Tolly has ever tested to the test date

Executive Summary 
Wi-Fi 6 is the latest generation Wi-Fi technology that brings improvements in individual device and overall system throughput. Built upon more than 
15 years experience in the WLAN market, Ruijie Networks Co., Ltd. developed a series of Wi-Fi 6 access point models to cover different application 
scenarios. Ruijie’s Wi-Fi 6 products merges a broad range of technologies together, including 5th Gen X-Sense Smart Antenna, AI deep learning - WIS 
3.0 for big data modeling, Software-defined Networking (SDN) for Internet of Things (IoT) along with end-to-end (from indoor, wall plate to 
outdoor) Wi-Fi 6 access point family suite. 

Ruijie commissioned Tolly to evaluate the performance, user capacity,  features and IoT integration of its Wi-Fi 6 access points including RG-AP880-I, 
RG-AP850-I(V2), RG-AP840-I and RG-AP820-L. Test results proved Ruijie Wi-Fi 6 access points’ superior performance with RG-AP880-I as the fastest 
Wi-Fi access point and RG-AP850-I(V2) as the largest user capacity Wi-Fi access point Tolly has ever tested to the date of this test.

Ruijie RG-AP820-L supports 955Mbps single client wireless throughput on the 5GHz radio and 433Mbps single client wireless 
throughput on the 2.4GHz radio to a client equipped with an Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX200 network adapter

2

Ruijie Wi-Fi 6 AP RG-AP820-L provides 65% multi-client performance improvement over Ruijie Wi-Fi 5 AP RG-AP720-L with the 
same Wi-Fi 5 clients

3

Ruijie RG-AP880-I, RG-AP840-I and RG-AP820-L support 1,024 Wi-Fi clients per access point; Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) supports 
1,280 Wi-Fi clients per access point. Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) is the largest user capacity Wi-Fi access point Tolly has ever evaluated 
to the test date

4

Ruijie RG-AP880-I supports built-in or external IoT modules; RG-AP850-I(V2)  and RG-AP840-I support external IoT modules5

Ruijie Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax) WLAN Access Point 
Comparative Performance Evaluation vs. HPE Aruba, Huawei, and Ruckus
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Test Results 
Single Client Throughput 

8x8:8 Models 
The Wi-Fi 6 standard boosted the single 
radio performance to multi-gigabit per 
second. To evaluate the performance of 
Ruijie’s flagship Wi-Fi 6 access point, the     
RG-AP880-I, Tolly engineers used one Spirent 
MX2 Wi-Fi test module as the single client to 
be wirelessly connected to the Ruijie           
RG-AP880-I access point. With 8x8 MIMO, 
eight spatial streams and 80MHz bandwidth, 

the Spirent test tool recorded consistent 
4Gbps wireless downstream UDP 
throughput between the Ruijie RG-AP880-I 
and the client. This makes the Ruijie              
RG-AP880-I the fastest access point that Tolly 
has ever tested to the test date. 
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Source: Tolly, January 2020 Figure 1
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2x2:2 Models 
Ruijie RG-AP820-L is a cost effective Wi-Fi 6 
AP which supports 2x2 MIMO on both the 
5GHz radio and the 2.4GHz radio. Using a 
client equipped with an Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX200 
network adapter, Tolly engineers evaluated 
RG-AP820-L’s single client performance.  

RG-AP820-L’s 5GHz radio delivered 955Mbps 
downstream throughput or 909Mbps 
upstream throughput. RG-AP820-L’s 2.4GHz 
radio delivered 424Mbps downstream 
throughput or 433Mbps upstream 

throughput. Ruijie RG-AP820-L’s results are 
higher than Huawei’s comparable AP 
AirEngine 5760-10’s results in the same test 
condition. See Figure 2 for details. 

IxChariot Server
5GHz Radio

Source: Tolly, January 2020 Figure 2

Note: Performance may vary with different IxChariot scripts, test environment and hardware/software. For a fair comparison, in each test, the same test 
environment and IxChariot script was used for the Ruijie AP and the Huawei AP. Tolly engineers recorded higher Huawei AP5760-10 performance than 
those reported here in a separate test with different IxChariot scripts, test environment and hardware/software. However, Ruijie RG-AP820-L’s single 
client throughput results reported here are the highest ones Tolly has ever tested using a laptop equipped with the Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX200 adapter as a 
client.
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Coverage 
Engineers ran coverage tests in a dormitory’s 
hallway. The AP under test was hang on the 
ceiling. Multiple clients were placed at 
different locations in the hallway with 
distances to the AP as 1 meter, 10 meters, 30 
meters and 40 meters. At the 1 meter 
location, three latest released mobile devices 
(one Samsung Galaxy S10, one Apple 
iPhone 11, and one Apple iPad Mini) were 
used as clients. At the 10 meters, 30 meters 
and 40 meters locations, each position had 
one laptop with the Intel Wi-Fi 6 AX200 
network adapter as the client. Then 
engineers ran wireless throughput test to 
each client independently as single client 
tests. 

Ruijie RG-AP880-I and RG-AP820-L 
outperformed comparable Huawei and 
Ruckus access points under test at all 
positions. See Figure 3 for test environment 
and Figure 4 for results. 

Source: Tolly, January 2020 Figure 4Source: Tolly, January 2020 Figure 3
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Note: Tests were run in a dormitory’s hallway. Galaxy means Samsung Galaxy S10; iPhone means 
Apple iPhone 11; iPad means Apple iPad Mini. All these three devices were 1 meter away from the 
AP under test. 10m (10 meters), 30m and 40m clients were all laptops with the Intel WI-Fi 6 AX200 
adapter. Tests used the TCP throughput script in Ixia IxChariot with twelve pairs of streams.
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Multi-Client Performance 

Multimedia Streaming 
Engineers used the Spirent TestCenter Wi-Fi 
modules to emulate Wi-Fi 6 and Wi-Fi 5 
clients and evaluated the maximum number 
of clients that each access point can support 
with 1Mbps throughput to each client. 
1Mbps of throughput can support general 
online multimedia streaming. 

Ruijie’s flagship 8x8:8 dual-radio Wi-Fi 6 
access point RG-AP880-I supported up to 
430 users of concurrent simulated 
multimedia streaming; Ruijie’s tri-radio 4x4:4 
Wi-Fi 6 access point RG-AP850-I(V2) 
supported up to 600 users of concurrent 
simulated multimedia streaming; Ruijie's 
2x2:2 dual-radio Wi-Fi 6 access point            
RG-AP820-L supported up to 300 users of 
concurrent simulated multimedia streaming. 
Ruckus’ 8x8:8 dual-radio Wi-Fi 6 access point 
R730 supported up to 370 users of 
concurrent simulated multimedia streaming. 
See Table 1 for results. 

4K Video Streaming 
Some applications, like 4K video streaming, 
requires very large wireless throughput. 
Engineers used the Spirent TestCenter Wi-Fi 
modules to emulate Wi-Fi 6 clients and run 
throughput tests.  Ruijie’s flagship 8x8:8 dual-
radio Wi-Fi 6 access point RG-AP880-I 
supported up to 64 concurrent users with 
30Mbps throughput to each client. The 
throughput of 30Mbps can support 4K video 
streaming smoothly. 

Wi-Fi 6 Throughput 
Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) supports three radios 
(one 4x4:4 5GHz radio, one 2x2:2 5GHz radio 
and one 4x4:4 2.4GHz radio). It provides 
higher overall throughput than other 
vendors’ dual-radio access points. See Figure 
5 for detailed results. 

Multi-Client Performance 
Simulated Multimedia Streaming Performance 

(reported by Spirent TestCenter)

Source: Tolly, January 2020 Table 1

Note: Clients were emulated by Spirent TestCenter Wi-Fi modules. The AP under test provided 
minimum 1Mbps throughput to each emulated client to simulate a general multimedia 
streaming application scenario.

AP Number of Concurrent Users 
with Multimedia Streaming

Ruijie RG-AP880-I (8x8:8 dual-radio) 430

Ruckus R730 (8x8:8 dual-radio) 376

Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) (4x4:4 tri-radio) 600

Ruijie RG-AP820-L (2x2:2 dual-radio) 300

Source: Tolly, January 2020 Figure 5
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Multi-Client Performance 
Throughput 

(reported by Spirent TestCenter)

Note: Total twelve Wi-Fi 6 clients were emulated by a Spirent TestCenter Wi-Fi module to 
connect to the AP under test. For the Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) access point which supports three 
radios, the 2.4GHz radio had two clients connected while the two 5GHz radios each had 5 
clients connected. For the other three access points which support two radios, the 2.4GHz 
radio had two clients connected while the 5GHz radio had 10 clients connected.
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Wi-Fi 6 AP vs. Wi-Fi 5 AP 
Since Wi-Fi 6 is quite a new protocol, a large 
portion of mobile devices on the market can 
only support Wi-Fi 5. Tolly engineers used 
twelve Wi-Fi 5 clients to evaluate whether 
Ruijie’s new Wi-Fi 6 access point provides 
improvement over Ruijie’s Wi-Fi 5 access 
point with the Wi-Fi 5 clients. Results show 
that Ruijie RG-AP820-L (Wi-Fi 6 AP) provide 
65% higher total throughput to the twelve 
Wi-Fi 5 clients than the Ruijie RG-AP720-L 
(Wi-Fi AP). See Figure 6 for detailed results. 

Ruijie’s Wi-Fi 6 APs are not only future-proof 
but also able to provide instant 
improvement over the Wi-Fi 5 APs. 

User Capacity 
Ruijie RG-AP880-I, RG-AP840-I and            
RG-AP820-L each provides one 2.4GHz 
radio and one 5GHz radio. Tolly engineers 
verified that Ruijie RG-AP880-I, RG-AP840-I 
and RG-AP820-L each supported 1,024    
Wi-Fi clients/users on one AP with 512 Wi-Fi 
clients/users on each radio. 

Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) provides one 2.4GHz 
radio and two 5GHz radios. Tolly engineers 
verified that the Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) 
access point supported 1,280 Wi-Fi clients/
users on one AP with 512 Wi-Fi clients/users 
on the 2.4GHz radio, 512 Wi-FI clients/users 
on the 5GHz radio 1 and 256 Wi-Fi clients/
users on the 5GHz radio 2. See Table 2 for 
results. Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) is the largest 
user capacity access point that Tolly has 
ever tested to the test date. 

Compatibility with 
Previous Generation 
Wi-Fi 
Tolly engineers used one Windows laptop 
and configured the network adapter to be 
in 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g, 802.11n     
(Wi-Fi 4) 2.4GHz/5GHz and 802.11ac (Wi-Fi 
5). The laptop successfully connected to 
Ruijie RG-AP880-I, RG-AP850-I(V2),            

RG-AP840-I, and RG-AP820-L’s Wi-Fi 
networks in all modes. 

Source: Tolly, January 2020

Note: Twelve Ruijie  virtual desktop clients with Wi-Fi 5 network adapters were used as clients.
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Figure 6

Source: Tolly, January 2020

Ruijie Wi-Fi 6 Access Points User Capacity

Table 2

User Capacity

RG-AP880-I 1,024

RG-AP850-I(V2) 1,280 (the largest capacity test that Tolly has run to 
the test date)

RG-AP840-I 1,024

RG-AP820-L 1,024

http://www.tolly.com
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Dual Uplink Backup 
Ruijie RG-AP880-I supports two LAN 
Ethernet uplinks as a link aggregation 
group. When one link failed, the uplink data 
connection remained. 

Uplink Bandwidth 
Ruijie RG-AP880-I provides four uplink 
ports including two 10GbE ports (one fiber 
and one copper) and two copper GbE ports 
with a total uplink bandwidth of 22Gbps. 

IoT Integration 
Ruijie RG-AP880-I provides built-in 
bluetooth for IoT applications such as 
bluetooth positioning applications. Ruijie 
RG-AP880-I also has one IoT Ethernet port 
to provide PoE and data connection to 
external IoT modules (such as Ruijie RG-
IBS1210(BT) indoor IoT extension module). 

Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) and RG-AP840-I each 
has one IoT Ethernet port to provide PoE 
and data connection to external IoT 
modules. 

Test Methodology 
All APs under test worked in the standalone 
mode without wireless controllers. 

Other than the coverage test, all other 
performance tests were run in a shielded 
room to avoid outside interference.  

Performance tests with Spirent TestCenter 
as the test tool used UDP traffic with the 
1500-byte frame size. 

In the capacity test, a Ruijie test tool was 
used to simulate users and connected to 
the AP under test. Engineers selected a few 
users to ping and verify the connectivity.  

Source: Tolly, January 2020

Devices Under Test

Table 3

AP Model Firmware Version

Ruijie RG-AP880-I AP_RGOS 11.9(0)B7P4

Ruijie RG-AP850-I(V2) AP_RGOS 11.9(2)B2P2

Ruijie RG-AP840-I AP_RGOS 11.9(0)B0

Ruijie RG-AP820-L AP_RGOS 11.9(4)B1

Huawei AP7060DN V200R010C00SPC600

Huawei AirEngine 5760-10 V200R019C00SPC300

HPE Aruba AP-515 8.5.0.3

Ruckus R730 112.1.0.0.504

Test Equipment Summary

Vendor Product Web

Spirent
SPT C50 Chassis 
MX2 802.11AX 2.4GHz/5GHz Module 
TestCenter

 
 
 
 
https://www.spirent.com

Ixia IxChariot

 
 
 
 

https://www.ixiacom.com

Source: Tolly, January 2020 Table 4
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Ruijie Wi-Fi 6 Access Points 
Tolly Verified Performance and Features

Performance

✔ RG-AP880-I supports 4Gbps throughput on the 5GHz radio

✔

RG-AP820-L supports: 955Mbps downstream throughput on the 5GHz radio 
909Mbps upstream throughput on the 5GHz radio 

437Mbps downstream throughput on the 2.4GHz radio 
436Mbps upstream throughput on the 2.4GHz radio

✔

Number of concurrent users for simulated multimedia applications (1Mbps throughput for each user): 
RG-AP880-I: 430 users 

RG-AP850-I(V2): 600 users 
RG-AP820-L: 300 users

✔
Number of concurrent users for simulated 4K video streaming (30Mbps throughput for each user): 

RG-AP880-I: 64 users

✔
Multi-client Throughput for the entire AP with twelve clients: 

RG-AP850-I(V2): 629Mbps

✔ RG-AP820-L (Wi-Fi 6 AP) had 65% performance improvement over RG-AP720-L (Wi-Fi 5 AP) with twelve Wi-Fi 5 clients

✔

User Capacity: 
RG-AP880-I: 1,024 users per AP 

RG-AP850-I(V2): 1,280 users per AP 
RG-AP840-I: 1,024 users per AP 
RG-AP820-L: 1,024 users per AP

Features

✔
Compatibility with previous generation Wi-Fi standards including 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g, 802.11n (Wi-Fi 4) 2.4GHz/

5GHz, 802.11ac (Wi-Fi 5)

✔ Dual uplink backup as a link aggregation group (RG-AP880-I)

✔
22Gbps uplink connection bandwidth (RG-AP880-I provides one copper 10GbE port, one fiber 10GbE port and two copper 

GbE ports)

✔

IoT Integration 
RG-AP880-I with built-in and external IoT modules; 

RG-AP850-I(V2) and RG-AP840-I with external IoT modules

Source: Tolly, January 2020 Table 3
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Ruijie Wi-Fi 6 Access Points Overview 
Ruijie provided information, not necessarily verified by Tolly
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Ruijie Wi-Fi 6 Access Points Overview 
Ruijie provided information, not necessarily verified by Tolly
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About Tolly 
The Tolly Group companies have been 
delivering world-class ICT services for 
over 30 years. Tolly is a leading global 
provider of third-party validation 
services for vendors of ICT products, 
components and services. 

You can reach the company by E-mail 
at sales@tolly.com, or by telephone at 
+1 561.391.5610.  

Visit Tolly on the Internet at: 
http://www.tolly.com

Terms of Usage 
This document is provided, free-of-charge, to help you understand whether a given product, technology or service merits additional 
investigation for your particular needs. Any decision to purchase a product must be based on your own assessment of suitability 
based on your needs.  The document should never be used as a substitute for advice from a qualified IT or business professional.  This 
evaluation was focused on illustrating specific features and/or performance of the product(s) and was conducted under controlled, 
laboratory conditions. Certain tests may have been tailored to reflect performance under ideal conditions; performance may vary 
under real-world conditions. Users should run tests based on their own real-world scenarios to validate performance for their own 
networks.  

Reasonable efforts were made to ensure the accuracy of the data contained herein but errors and/or oversights can occur. The test/
audit documented herein may also rely on various test tools the accuracy of which is beyond our control. Furthermore, the 
document relies on certain representations by the sponsor that are beyond our control to verify. Among these is that the software/
hardware tested is production or production track and is, or will be, available in equivalent or better form to commercial customers. 
Accordingly, this document is provided "as is", and Tolly Enterprises, LLC (Tolly) gives no warranty, representation or undertaking, 
whether express or implied, and accepts no legal responsibility, whether direct or indirect, for the accuracy, completeness, usefulness 
or suitability of any information contained herein.  By reviewing this document, you agree that your use of any information contained 
herein is at your own risk, and you accept all risks and responsibility for losses, damages, costs and other consequences resulting 
directly or indirectly from any information or material available on it. Tolly is not responsible for, and you agree to hold Tolly and its 
related affiliates harmless from any loss, harm, injury or damage resulting from or arising out of your use of or reliance on any of the 
information provided herein.   

Tolly makes no claim as to whether any product or company described  herein is suitable for investment.  You should obtain your 
own independent professional advice, whether legal, accounting or otherwise, before proceeding with any investment or project 
related to any information, products or companies described herein. When foreign translations exist, the English document is 
considered authoritative. To assure accuracy, only use documents downloaded directly from Tolly.com. No part of any document may 
be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the specific written permission of Tolly.  All trademarks used in the document are owned 
by their respective owners.  You agree not to use any trademark in or as the whole or part of your own trademarks in connection with 
any activities, products or services which are not ours, or in a manner which may be confusing, misleading or deceptive or in a 
manner that disparages us or our information, projects or developments.

Learn More About Ruijie Networks 
Since its founding in 2000, Ruijie has been building in-depth scenario-oriented application 
experience through solution design and innovation in the industry, thus assisting the 
upgrade into the digitalization of all industries. Ruijie has researched and self-developed 

nine product lines, including switches, routers, wireless, cloud data center, cloud class, 
security, gateways, IT management and authentication & accounting. 

For more information, visit: 

https://www.ruijienetworks.com/
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